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The method applied in the following paper to the discussion of the second

variation in the case in which one end-point is movable on a fixed curve, is closely

analogous to that of Weierstrass f in his treatment of the problem for fixed

end-points. The difference arises from the fact that in the present case terms

outside of the integral sign must be taken into consideration. As a result of

the discussion the analogue of Jacobi's criterion will be derived, defining appar-

ently in a new way the critical point ^ for the fixed curve along which the end-

point varies. The relation between the critical and conjugate points is discussed

in § 4.

§ 1.   The expression for the variation of the integral.

Consider a fixed curve D,

x=f(u),    y = g(u),

and a fixed point B (xx, yx).    Let C be a curve,

x = <p(t),     y = f(t),

cutting D at A (u = uQ, t = t0), passing through B(t = tx), and making the

integral

/=   I   F(x, y, x, y')dt

a minimum with respect to values of the integral taken along other curves join-

ing D and B, and lying in a certain neighborhood of C The following

assumptions are made : §

* Presented to the Society under a slightly different title at the Ithaca meeting, August 19,

1901.    Received for publication November 27, 1901.

t Lectures on the Calculus of Variations, 1879.

X The same as Kneser's "Brennpunkt."   See his Variationsrechnung, p. 89.

§ Literal subscripts will be used to denote differentiation, partial when several variables are

involved. The zero-subscript or [ ]0 means that in the function designated l = t0, 17 = «0.

Unaccented letters refer to D ; while accented letters refer to G.
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1) The functions discussed are regular at the points considered ;

2) l>! + ^]o*0;     x'2 + y'2+0,iort0^t^tx;

3) F satisfies the usual homogeneity condition

(1) F(x,y, tcx, Ky') = KF(x,y,x',y') (*>0);

4) F(x0,ya,K,y'ü)A= 0.

When the integral is taken along a curve,

(2) x=éit) + P,it),    y=f(t)A-y(t),

the first variation can be put into the well-known form : *

(3) 81= IF A A- Fy,y] ;j +   C\gxP + G2y]dt,

where

*,-*.-£*,.     G2 = F-ltF,.

According to WEiERSTRASSf the second variation can be expressed in the

form :

(4) B2I= [jqjj +   C{Fxw'2 + F2w2]dt,
J í0

where

R = LP2+ 2MP.y + Ny2,    w = y'P. - x'y,

the functions Fx, L, M, N, F2 being defined by the following equations :

Fl = y'2 F*'x' = ~ *V F*'v'= *'á Fy,y' '

(5)

Z = Fxx, - 2/'y"^i.    ^= F„, - x'x"Fx,

M= Fx,y + x"y'Fx = ¿^, + x'y"Fx,

F2 = -V2 (*L - y"2^i - L') - -   *   (J^ + *'y'.F, - JK")
y x y        "

= 4(^-^"2^.-^')-

In the first place by considering variations of the curve which pass through

the end-points A and B considered as fixed, the following two necessary con-

ditions for a minimum are found :

* See Kneser, loc. cit., § 4.    The arguments of í'and its derivatives are always x, y, x', y''.

t Weiersteass's Lectures, 1879.
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I.   C must be an extremal * satisfying Gx = 0 and G2 = 0 ;

II. Fx must be=0 along the arc AB of the curve G. f

In the second place consider variations which do not pass through A . In

asmuch as only a necessary condition is desired, £ and n can be chosen in a

special manner.    Let £0, v0, £, n be defined by the equations :

o-2

£o =/K + CT) -/K) = KL0" + l>„Jo 9" + • • ' >

% = <7K + *)- 9{\) = LVJo0" + [>uJo 2 + * * •'

£ = <r>i£o + <Mo>

where <px, j>2, yjrx, yjr2 are functions of t satisfying the relations :

«M«.)-*,(«,)-!>    fa{to) = +i{to) = 0,

fa{ti)=fa{ti) = fi{ti) = ir2(tx) = 0.

A curve (2) constructed with £ and n as iq (7) will be said to belong to the

class G. It is evident that each particular curve G cuts D when t = t0, and

passes through B when t = tx.

For these special variations A/can be expressed as a power series in <r, say

(8) AI=Sx<t4-S2^4---:

Sx and S2 can be calculated from 81 and 8*1. From (3) and (6), since G

passes through B,

(9) 8/= - [.*>. + ü>u]0o- - [^«^ + Fy,yuf\^ + ■■-,

and therefore from (4) and (9),

Si=-{Fx,xu4rFylyf\„

S2=- [Fx,xuu + Fy,yuu + £a£ + 2Mxj/u + JVj£|0 +  C[Fxw'2 + i>>2]<ft,

where w and w   are the coefficients of <r in 70 and its derivative.

From (8) it follows that a third necessary condition for the existence of a

minimum is

III. £, = 0.

* E. g., see Kneser, loc. cit., § 8.

t Weierstrass's Lectures, 1879.
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This is the well-known condition for transversality.* It follows also from (8)

that if a minimum exists, S2 must be =S 0 for all curves of class C. The

further discussion of S2 is the principal object of this paper.

§2. A condition which prevents S2from becoming negative.

Suppose now that C satisfies the conditions I and III, and (instead of II)

the condition that Fx is > 0 along the arc AB. Transform (4) by adding with

Legendre,

*-* to

The integrand becomes a homogeneous quadratic expression in w and w .    If

for t0 = t = tx, a regular function v exists satisfying the discriminant relation

(v)

then 82I becomes

(10)

v2-Fx(F2 + v') = Q,

82I= [22 _ vw2] Sj + JHFX [«,' + ™- J dt.

The integral of (v) is expressible in terms of the integral of a linear equation.

For when v = - Fx U'/U,

(If) v2- FX(F2 + v') = F^(FXU" + F'XU' - F2U) = 0.

Then

8a = - [ Fx,xxm + F,ymi + Lxl + 2Mxuyu + Ny2u + Fxw2 ^

(11)

+ X>[Uw — U'w'

u dt.

Assume the general integral of the differential equations Gx = 0 and G2 = 0,

which are of the second order, to be

x=é(t, a, ß), y = f(t,a, ß),

where a and ß are arbitrary constants.    Suppose that these equations represent

C when a = ß = 0.    Then two particular integrals of ( U) are f

#,

t,       fa
,       ¿>2 =

Ót <f>ß

f,       fß
* Kneser, loe. cit., § 10.

\E. g., see Weierstrass's Lectures.
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where <f>t = 4>t(t, 0, 0), etc.    Suppose &x and #2 to be linearly independent.

Then the general integral of (U) is

(12) rj-c^ + c^.

Since &x and &2 are linearly independent they satisfy the equation*

(i3) *i*;-*.*i--i (c+°)-

A particular integral (12) cern now be selected so that in S2 the term outside

of the integral vanishes.    Put

(14)

P = P>u» + F*y«¿\ + L C0S2 g + 2Mn sin 8 cos 8 + JV sin2 8,
L    < + yl    Jo    a ° °

where 7 and S are the angles at A which G and D make with the x-axis. Then

from (11),

Kneser has shown f that if F 4= 0 at A , and .D cuts G transversally, then D

cannot be tangent to G. Therefore Q is + 0. Since, furthermore, the equa-

tion (13) holds when t = t0, cx and c2 can be so determined that

(15) P+Qjj = 0.
Two such values are

ex = Pâ2(t0)4- QK(Q,    -C2=P»i{%)+Q»'i{Q-

If H(i, i0) denotes the particular integral of (U) formed with these constants,

then

(16) H(t,t0) = P®+Qd®,

where

The integral H is useful in forming a function v to satisfy condition (v), at least

when B is near A.    For from (13) and (16), when t = t0.

»('.'.)-

*See Craig, Linear Differential Equations, vol. 1, p. 54.

t loc. cit., § 30.
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These results lead to the following theorem :

IfTl(t, t0) +- 0 for t0 = t^tx, then for curves of class C, S2 can be ex-

pressed in the form

which cannot become negative.

§ 3.   The necessary condition.

By following still more closely the method of Weierstrass it can now be shown

that the condition H (t, t0) + 0 (t0 = t < tx) is necessary for the existence of

a minimum. Suppose that this condition does not hold but that H has a zero

t'0 between t0 and tx. Then, as will be proved, variations of class C can be

found which make S2 and AI negative.

Integrate by parts the first term in the integrand of (4).    Then

B2I= [R + Fxww'Y,\-  {lw\_Fxw" + F'xw' - F2w]
Ji0

dt.

Consider the equation,

iUe) FxU"+F'xU'-iF2-e)U=0,

where e is a constant.    From the theory of linear differential equations, an in-

tegral He of the equation ( If,) exists, depending upon e for its value and hav-

ing the following properties :

1) It is regular for t0 = t = tx ;

2) [h£]0 = h„, [h;]0 = h;;_

3) If y >0 is selected arbitrarily, 8 > 0 can be found such that |He — II | < r¡

for te _i t -\ tx, if |e| <8.

H and H can not both be zero at t'a. For otherwise, since the functions in-

volved are regular and Fx A= 0, the expansion of the left member of ( U) could

not be identically zero. From 3) therefore, 8 can be chosen so small that when

|e| < 8, He also vanishes between t0 and tx, say at t,0.

Curves can now be chosen of class C, such that w satisfies the equation

( U,).    For example, let ij and y be defined for tu = t =. t,0 by the equations

tB—y'%— x'y = (y'^9 — x'oy0) ==^,
0

(17) H
x'P. + y'y = «£„ + y'oVo) Hf ;

and for t,0 = t = tx, let f = f¡ = 0.    Then

(18) 82I= [R — Fxww'1 ;;, + e  Í   \o2 dt.
Ji0
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From (9) and (18) by calculation as before, and since H satisfies (15), it fol-

lows that

^=6 |      w2 dt.

The function w can not be identically zero unless He is so ; and by 3) He can

not vanish identically if 8 is taken small enough, since H does not. Hence for

certain functions £, y as in (7), S2 +- 0 and can be made positive or negative

by taking values of e opposite in sign. From § 1 therefore the arc AB can not

make la, minimum.

If now the point A' defined on G by t'0 is said to be the critical point for

the curve D, a fourth necessary condition can be stated as follows :

IV. If the extremal C, which passes through the fixed point B and cuts the

fixed curve D transversally, is to make the integral

J-.Í,F(x, y, as', y')
«0

dt

a minimum, then B must not lie beyond the critical point defined by D on C;

or analytically,

H(«. 0 + °   for    to = t<t¡-

§ 4. Relation between the conjugate and critical points.

The point conjugate to A is defined* by the zero t'^ of ®(t, t0), which is near-

est to t0. The functions © and H are both integrals of (U) of the form (12),

and are linearly independent since ©0 = 0 and H0 + 0. By a theorem concerning

linear differential equations of the second order f their zeros must separate each

other, and H = 0 has therefore one root between t0 and t"a.

The expression for H involves the curvature of D at A linearly.    The curva-

ture is

,- ~s 1      x y   — x y

K  ' r~ H + ylY '

By differentiating (1) for k it is found that

x'Fx, + y'Fy, = F.

* Weierstrass's Lectures, and Kneser, loo. cit., §§ 24, 31.

t M. Bôcher,  An elementary proof of a theorem of  Sturm,  Transactions of the

American Mathematical Society, vol.2 (1901), p. 150.
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From this equation and HI the values of F, and Ft, at A can be determined,

and by substitution in (16) H becomes

(P \ d®
(20) H(i,iD)=^ + PïJe+Ç^-,

where

F
(21) Px =

^x'2 + y'2 sin (7 - 8)

P2 = L0 cos2 8 + 2M0 sin 8 cos S + JV9 sin2 S .

Suppose C and ^4 fixed, and D changeable but always transversal to C at

A. Then if the expression (20) for H is put equal to zero and solved for r,

the resulting function of t will express the value which the radius of curvature

of D at A must have in order that t may determine the critical point for D.

By the use of (18), (14) and (21) the function and its derivative are found to be

- P @
r = -

'.«+<

dr ^ c2,/ x'n + y't;   F0

dt

The denominator of r vanishes once between iu and í¿' for the same reason that

H does.    From 4) of § 1 the derivative dr/dt is + 0 and has the sign of

#sin(7-S).
x i

The radius of curvature (19) is positive when its direction is related to that of

the curve D for increasing u as the + y-axis is to the + «-axis ; otherwise it is

negative.

From these results the following theorems can be stated if it is supposed that

^„>0:
1) The critical point for a curve D which cuts the extremal C transversally

at A, always lies between A and its conjugate A".

2) The position of the critical point is determined by the curvature of D

at A*

3) If the radius of curvature of D at A is supposed to vary continuously

from 0 to co on the same side of D as the arc AB, and from co to 0 on the

*See Knesee, loc. cit., p. 111.
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opposite side, then the critical point moves continuously from A to A" when

there is a minimum, and from A" to A ivhen there is a maximum.

§ 5. Relation between the preceding results and those of Kneser.

Sufficient conditions.

Kneser has derived a necessary condition which corresponds to IV.    He

shows that it is possible to find a set of extremals,*

(22) x=Ç(t,a),    y = v(t,a),

each cutting D transversally when t = t0, and giving C for a = 0. The curve

D is then represented in the vicinity of G by the equations

x=í;(tl¡,a),    y = v(t0,a),

where a is the parameter.    The condition III of transversality requires that

[*•*. +*>j.-°

for every a near zero, since each curve of the system (22) is transversal to D.

This equation can be differentiated for a and the derivatives of F expressed in

terms of Fx, L, M, X, from equations (5). From (14) and (20), P and Q

depend only upon the curvature and direction of D, and are independent there-

fore of the parameter representation.    It follows that for a = 0,

ÍK'L + -*>Jo = [r + «A^'oy] K + vl]0 = o,
d

da
where

A(t, a) =

v,   va i

A(í, 0) must therefore satisfy (15). It can be proved, as for &x and #2, that

A (t, 0) is also an integral of ( U). Since both H and A(t, 0) are integrals of

(U) satisfying (15) they must be linearly dependent.    That is,

H(t,t0)=GA(t,0),     (7+0.

The condition IV can therefore be restated in Kneser's form :

IV. If G as in IV is to make la minimum, then a necessary condition is

A(i, 0)+ 0fort0^t<tx.

Kneser proves this condition f by discussing the case in which B coincides

* Kneser, loc. cit., §30.

floe, cit., §25.
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with the critical point A'. He shows that unless the envelope has a singular

point of a particular kind at A', there is no minimum, and so none when B lies

beyond A'.    The result is a stronger condition than IV, namely,

(23) A(i,0) + 0,    for    *„=!« = «,.

But his proof does not hold if the envelope has the exceptional form mentioned.

The method given in § 3 applies when B lies beyond A', and then in-

cludes Kneser's exceptional case. It cannot be used when B and A' coincide.

For then it is not certain that the integral H6 can be made to vanish between

t0 and tx, and since w must vanish for t = tx, the functions £, y cannot be con-

structed as in (17).

If the conditions II and IV are amended to read:

IIa. Fx> 0 for points (x, y) on AB, and for any (x , y') + (0, 0),

FV 11(1,^ + 0 for (¿SiS*,,
then A(£, 0) satisfies (23).    According to Kneser a field can be constructed

about AB, and the four conditions I, II , III, IV are sufficient conditions for
7 ' a  7 7 77.

the arc AB to make the integral a minimum.

The University of Minnesota,
July, 1901.


